
Web Development Group 1/22/08 
Present: Boyd, Dixon, Juhl, Lennertz Jetton, Morgan, Nutt, Perez, Walker 
 
Action items in yellow.  
1. Minutes from 1/8/08 meeting 

approved  
 

2. Research Paper Wizard 
http://libinfo.uark.edu/reference/wizard/ 
Morgan demonstrated the scheduling component of this project; schedules are calculated based on a 
table of between 7-365 days.  If the due date is less than 7 days in the future, the Wizard provides 
steps without a schedule.  The Wizard currently pulls subject librarians from the resources / personnel 
databases.  One can print or email a basic outline schedule, return to the page by means of a stable 
url, or print/email individual sections.   
 
The group approved the layout; Juhl suggested that by adding some color to the mascot, 
“HogWorthy,” we might have a bit livelier page.  
 
Juhl asked the content providers to try to have drafts ready for the 2/12 meeting so that we can start 
inputting the content into the system for review by subject and instruction librarians.  
  

3. Pryor Center Media 
http://libinfo.uark.edu/SpecialCollections/pryorcenter/testfiles/samplepage.asp 
Juhl discussed first steps in placing audio and video clips on the Pryor Center site.  So far, the 
decision is to use mp3s and Flash video (*.flv) formats.  The benefits to flv format are that it is 
platform and player independent (to a large extent), that it uses a progressive download that avoid 
buffering waits, and that it appears to be streaming without the server overhead.   
 

4. Civil Rights Project 
http://scipio.uark.edu 
Nutt reported that this project is ready to take live on 2/1.  While the original project proposal 
specified 1000 images, the granting agency is satisfied that the current number of objects represents 
at least that many pages of data.  Some remaining items to be completed before 2/1 include: 

a. installation of statistics software (Cantrell and Juhl) 
b. replace PDF thumbnail with a better image (Nutt and Morgan) 
c. Finishing touches to the about page.  

On 2/1, we will change the link on the main library home page for “Digital Collections” to point to this 
collection.  
 

5. “Tuesday Times” Blog 
http://ualibrary.uark.edu 
Boyd reported that they had received a few comments and complements from staff.  One comment 
regarding the “Interesting Pictures” widget from Flickr asked if those images were quite appropriate 
for a staff resources.  Perez suggested that the new Library of Congress images on Flickr 
(http://www.flickr.com/photos/library_of_congress/) would be appealing to library staff.  Juhl 
suggested that the Librarian’s Index to the Internet RSS feed (http://www.lii.org/) might be another 
interesting widget.  
 
Juhl suggested the Boyd, Dong, and Candido, as the managers of this resource, could make editorial 
decisions about content without further reference to the web group. It would be useful to have an 
evaluation in a few months to determine future directions.  
   

6. A-Z List 
Juhl asked members to review the Site Index at http://libinfo.uark.edu/a-z.asp and to report needed 
additions or corrections by the next meeting.   
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Next meeting: February 12th 
 
Respectfully submitted,  
B. Juhl  
6 oz.   


